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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a system for automatic transcription of multiple-instrument polyphonic music is proposed, which

supports tracking multiple concurrent notes using linear dynamical systems (LDS). The system is based on a

spectrogram factorisation model which extends probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA), and supports the

detection of multiple pitches, instrument contributions, and pitch deviations. In order to jointly track multiple

concurrent pitches, the use of LDS as prior to the PLCA model is proposed. LDS parameters are learned in a

training stage using score-informed transcriptions; for LDS inference, online and offline variants are evaluated.

The MAPS piano music dataset and the Bach10 multi-instrument dataset are used for note tracking experiments,

with the latter dataset also being evaluated with respect to instrument assignment performance. Results show that

the proposed LDS-based method can successfully track multiple concurrent notes, leading to an improvement of

over 3% in terms of note-based F-measure for both datasets over benchmark note tracking approaches.

Introduction

Automatic music transcription (AMT) is a core prob-

lem in the area of music signal analysis, with several

applications in music informatics, interactive music

systems, and computational musicology [1]. The vast

majority of AMT systems consist of a frame-based

multi-pitch detection process, followed by a note track-

ing process in order to output note events with a start

and end time. The most common note tracking ap-

proach is to perform temporal smoothing to the multi-

pitch output at a postprocessing stage (e.g. using a

median filter), followed by minimum duration prun-

ing, where note events with small durations are deleted

EB is supported by a RAEng Research Fellowship (grant no.

RF/128).

[2, 3, 4]. Another common approach is the use of

2-state on/off hidden Markov models (HMMs) [5],

which consider each pitch independently. More re-

cently, [6] proposed a method for note tracking at a

postprocessing stage using maximum likelihood sam-

pling.

In this work, the use of linear dynamical systems

(LDS) [7, Ch. 18] is proposed for jointly tracking notes

in polyphonic music. This approach, which is inspired

by the use of LDS for environmental sound recogni-

tion in [8], assumes that the non-binary pitch activa-

tion output of an AMT system is the noisy observa-

tion in an LDS, with the latent states corresponding

to the ‘correct’ and temporally smoothed pitch acti-

vation output. LDS parameters are learned through
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the use of fully observed data generated by score-

informed transcriptions. The proposed method can

be integrated with the multi-pitch estimation stage, by

using the LDS posterior mean as prior in a spectro-

gram factorisation-based music transcription system

[9]. Experiments on the MAPS piano database and

the Bach10 multi-instrument dataset show that the pro-

posed note tracking approach can lead to significant

improvements in terms of multi-pitch detection and in-

strument assignment performance.

When compared with state-of-the-art note tracking

methods presented in the above paragraphs, the pro-

posed approach can both be used as a postprocessing

step and also be integrated with multi-pitch detection.

In addition, contrary to the use of pitch-wise indepen-

dent HMMs, the proposed method jointly tracks all

pitches, with an 88-dimensional latent space (corre-

sponding to pitches A0-C8). It should be noted that

it would be practically impossible to jointly model

all possible note combinations using a single HMM,

since the state space would be too large: with a maxi-

mum polyphony level of 6 when considering 60 possi-

ble notes, the number of possible note combinations

would be 56 · 106 [10]; however this combinatorial

problem is circumvented when using LDS. Finally, a

model for non-negative LDS was proposed in [11] and

applied to music signal analysis in [12]. However,

the primary motivation behind the non-negative LDS

model of [11] was to provide temporally smooth com-

ponent activations while the observation model corre-

sponds to standard non-negative matrix factorisation

(NMF). Here, an added benefit of the proposed ap-

proach is that it provides a mapping between the ob-

served and ‘true’ pitch activations, thus being able to

correct common multi-pitch detection errors.

The outline of this paper is as follows. The next sec-

tion (“Proposed System”) presents motivation behind

the proposed approach, as well as the multi-pitch de-

tection and note tracking components of the system.

Section “Evaluation” presents the datasets, evaluation

metrics, comparative approaches and experimental re-

sults. The final section concludes the paper and out-

lines future work.

Proposed System

Motivation

The aim of the proposed method is to jointly track mul-

tiple concurrent pitches in the context of automatic mu-

sic transcription, through the use of linear dynamical

systems (LDS). LDS, also called linear-Gaussian state

space models or Kalman filters, are generalisations of

HMMs where the state space is continuous [7]. In

addition, the latent and observed variables are multi-

variate Gaussians whose means are linear functions of

their parent states. A stationary LDS can be formu-

lated as:

zt = Azt−1 + εt

yt = Bzt + δt

εt ∼ N (0,U)

δt ∼ N (0,R) (1)

where zt is the latent state at time t, A is the transition

model, εt is the system noise with covariance U, yt is

the observation sequence, B is the observation model,

and δt is the observation noise with covariance R.

In this work, we assume that the noisy pitch activa-

tion output of a frame-based transcription system (pre-

sented in subsection ‘Multi-Pitch Detection’) corre-

sponds to the observation sequence in an LDS, with

the latent states corresponding to the correct pitch acti-

vations. Thus, the proposed LDS-based approach can

both jointly track multiple pitches through its transi-

tion model, and at the same time correct any transcrip-

tion errors through its observation model. The pro-

posed approach does not impose any constraints on the

level of polyphony. In addition, we propose the use of

LDS as prior to the multi-pitch detection model.

Multi-Pitch Detection

The multi-pitch detection model is based on the system

of [9], which extends probabilistic latent component

analysis (PLCA), a spectrogram factorisation method.

The system takes as input a log-frequency spectrogram

Vω,t (ω is the log-frequency index and t is the time in-

dex). Here, Vω,t corresponds to the variable-Q trans-

form (VQT) spectrogram of a music recording [13],

with a log-frequency resolution of 60 bins/octave and

a minimum frequency of 27.5Hz.

In the PLCA-based model, Vω,t is approximated as a

bivariate probability distribution P(ω , t), which is in

turn decomposed into a dictionary of log-spectral tem-

plates, along with probability distributions for pitch,
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instrument, tuning, and sound state1 activation. The

PLCA model is formulated as:

P(ω , t) =

P(t) ∑
q,p, f ,s

P(ω |q, p, f ,s)Pt( f |p)Pt(s|p)Pt(p)Pt(q|p)

(2)

where q is the sound state index, p is the pitch index in

semitone scale (p ∈ {1, . . . ,88} corresponds to MIDI

pitches A0 to C8), s is the instrument source index,

and f denotes deviation from ideal tuning. P(t) is de-

fined as ∑ω Vω,t , which is a known quantity. Dictio-

nary P(ω |q, p, f ,s) is a 5-dimensional tensor of pre-

extracted log-spectral templates per pitch p, instru-

ment s, tuning f and sound state q. Pt( f |p) denotes

deviation from ideal tuning for a specific pitch across

time, Pt(s|p) denotes instrument contribution for a spe-

cific pitch across time, Pt(p) is the pitch activation

probability (the main output of the transcription sys-

tem, used for multi-pitch detection evaluation), and

Pt(q|p) is the sound state activation probability per

pitch across time. In the model of (2), f ∈ [1, . . . ,5],
with f = 3 corresponding to the ideal tuning position.

Given that the employed time-frequency representa-

tion has a resolution of 5 bins/semitone, this means

that f is able to capture tuning deviations of ±20,±40

cent around the ideal tuning position. More informa-

tion on the construction of dictionary P(ω |q, p, f ,s) is

given in subsection ‘Datasets’.

Unknown parameters Pt( f |p), Pt(s|p), Pt(p), and

Pt(q|p) can be iteratively estimated using the

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [14]. The

EM equations for the PLCA-based music transcrip-

tion model can be found in [9]; in this work, 30 itera-

tions are used for parameter estimation. The dictionary

P(ω |q, p, f ,s) is considered fixed and is not updated.

Sparsity constraints are also incorporated on Pt(p) and

Pt(s|p), as in [9]. This is done in order to control

the polyphony level and the instrument contribution in

the resulting transcription. The multi-pitch output of

the PLCA model is given by P(p, t) = P(t)Pt(p), i.e.

the pitch activation probability weighted by the energy

of the spectrogram. For instrument assignment eval-

uation, we can compute P(s, p, t) = P(t)Pt(p)Pt(s|p),
which is essentially an instrument-specific transcrip-

tion.

1A sound state represents different stages in the temporal evo-

lution of a musical note. For the case of piano, sound states can

correspond to the attack, sustain, and decay.

Note Tracking

The model of (2) does not contain any temporal con-

straints, which can lead to a fragmented pitch activa-

tion output. In order to track multiple pitches over

time, we propose the use of LDS, where we assume

that P(p, t) corresponds to a ‘noisy’ observation yt ∈
R

88 in an LDS (t ∈ {1, . . . ,T}). The aim of the pro-

posed note tracking step is to estimate the latent state

sequence zt ∈ R
88 which would correspond to the de-

sired clean and temporally smoothed output.

In order to estimate the LDS parameters A,B,U, and

R, we can make use of fully observed data in a train-

ing step, following the process described in [7, Ch. 18].

In the case of multi-pitch detection, the latent states

zt (corresponding to the desired output) can be esti-

mated by performing score-informed transcription in a

training dataset. Given an input recording and aligned

score, the pitch activation probability Pt(p) can be

initialised using a binary mask that corresponds to

ground truth pitches. Following the PLCA iterations

described in section ‘Multi-Pitch Detection’, the score-

informed output (denoted as P′(p, t)) only has non-

zero pitch activations in the time instants and pitch in-

dices that correspond to the ground truth score.

Given the score-informed transcriptions P′(p, t) and

the automatic transcriptions P(p, t), LDS parameters

A and B are estimated by solving least squares prob-

lems for zt−1 → zt and zt → yt [7]:

J(A) = ∑
t

(zt −Azt−1)
2

J(B) = ∑
t

(yt −Bzt)
2 (3)

where yτ = P(p, t = τ) and zτ = P′(p, t = τ). The

system noise covariance matrix U is subsequently es-

timated from the residuals in predicting zt from zt−1,

and the observation noise covariance R is estimated

from the residuals in predicting yt from zt .

An example LDS observation matrix B can be seen

in Fig. 1, learned from a fold from the MAPS pi-

ano database (see section ‘Datasets’ for details on the

dataset). The strong diagonal shows a direct mapping

between the observed and latent pitch; however the

presence of 12-subdiagonal and 12-superdiagonal en-

tries indicate the occurrence of possible octave errors

(both subharmonic and superharmonic) in the tran-

scription system, which are to be filtered out. For a
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Fig. 1: The LDS matrix B, learned from fold 1 of the

MAPS piano database. Rows correspond to

the latent pitch dimension, columns to the ob-

served pitch dimension.

certain pitch range, similar super- and sub-diagonal

entries can be seen for one semitone intervals and 19-

semitone intervals (the latter commonly occur as er-

rors in transcription systems due to their correspon-

dence to the 3rd harmonic of a given pitch).

Having learned LDS parameters, note tracking is car-

ried out by performing LDS inference, in other words

estimating the posterior P(zt |y1:t) for an online LDS

or P(zt |y1:T ) in the offline case. Inference is achieved

by applying the Kalman filter and Kalman smoother

equations for the online and offline cases, respectively

[7, Ch. 18]. For online inference, the posterior is repre-

sented as P(zt |y1:t) = N (zt |µ t ,Σt). The output of the

proposed online note tracking process is the LDS pos-

terior mean µ t ∈ R
88 (corresponding to 88 pitches in

semitone scale from A0 to C8). For the offline model

(i.e. having access to both past and future samples),

the LDS posterior is P(zt |y1:T ) = N (zt |µ t|T ,Σt|T ),
where the output of the note tracking process is the

LDS posterior mean µ t|T .

In the present transcription system, the proposed LDS-

based note tracking process can either be applied as

a postprocessing step, or can be used as prior infor-

mation in the PLCA updates. For the postprocessing

use of the LDS-based note tracking method, the multi-

pitch detection output of the AMT system P(p, t) is

given as input to an LDS, and the LDS mean µ t or µt|T

(for the online and offline model, respectively) is used

as the postprocessed output of the transcription system.

The second use of the proposed approach is to use the

LDS-based tracking as prior in the PLCA model. In

PLCA models, prior information can be incorporated

in the form of Dirichlet priors [15]; we thus define the

Dirichlet hyperparameter for the ‘clean’ pitch activa-

tion as:

φ(p|t) ∝ µ t (4)

We then modify the M-step update rule for estimating

Pt(p) as to include a weighted prior with the LDS-

based note tracking output (see [9] for the original up-

date equation):

Pt(p)∝ (w−1)·
(

∑
ω, f ,s,q

Pt(q, p, f ,s|ω)Vω,t

)

+w·φ(p|t)

(5)

where w ∈ [0,1] is a weight indicating how much the

prior should be imposed. The aim of using the LDS-

based note tracking within the PLCA parameter esti-

mation is to guide the PLCA convergence to a tempo-

rally smooth solution, whilst also providing a mapping

between the observed and latent pitch activations. It

should be noted that the LDS does not impose any con-

straints on the inputs being non-negative or summing

to one. Thus, in order to ensure that the updated Pt(p)
remains non-negative in (5), only the non-negative val-

ues of µt (or µt|T ) are kept.

For instrument assignment evaluations (detecting mul-

tiple pitches and assigning each detected note to an

instrument), we also propose the use of LDS tracking

to the instrument contribution matrix. This essentially

means performing LDS-based note tracking on the 2-

dimensional instrument-specific pitch activation P(s=
i, p, t) = Pt(s = i|p)Pt(p)P(t), where i ∈ {1, . . . ,S} cor-

responds to a specific instrument source. Instrument-

specific LDS note tracking can be performed exactly

in the same way as to that applied to the pitch activa-

tion Pt(p) (i.e. using the same learned LDS parame-

ters A,B,U,R). The motivation behind this use is to

temporally smooth the instrument contribution of each

instrument over time, thus leading to a less temporally

fragmented instrument assignment output.

Postprocessing

The output of the note tracking step is a smooth pitch

activation µ t or µ t|T , for online and offline LDS mod-

els, respectively. For multi-pitch detection, this non-

binary time-pitch representation needs to be converted
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into a list of detected pitches, with respective onsets

and offsets. Firstly, the note tracking output is post-

processed by first detecting the overall tuning level

of the recording using information from Pt( f |p) and

compensating for any tuning deviations from 440 Hz

tuning, following the method of [16]. The tuning-

compensated LDS-smoothed pitch activation is then

binarized by performing thresholding, followed by

minimum duration pruning (i.e. removing detected

pitches with a duration smaller than 20ms).

Evaluation

Datasets

For evaluation we used 2 benchmark music tran-

scription datasets: the MAPS piano dataset [10]

and the Bach10 multi-instrument dataset [17]. For

the PLCA model, a dictionary of spectral templates

P(ω |q, p, f ,s) was created by using isolated note sam-

ples from all 9 pianos from the MAPS dataset. The

complete piano note range was used; templates were

pre-shifted across log-frequency in order to account

for tuning deviations. The number of sound states is

set to Q = 3. For multiple-instrument transcription us-

ing the Bach10 dataset, the PLCA dictionary contains

spectral templates for bassoon, clarinet, alto sax and

violin, all of which were extracted from isolated notes

from the RWC database [18].

For testing piano transcription, we carried out 4-fold

cross validation on the 270 recordings of the MAPS

dataset using the folds created in [19]. LDS param-

eters and weight w are learned in each fold using its

respective training set. The aforementioned folds are

music piece-independent, which means that any music

compositions found in the training set are not present

in the test set, thus allowing for a fair evaluation of the

LDS (since they can be viewed as a music language

model). For consistency with [19], only the first 30 sec

of each recording are evaluated.

For multi-instrument transcription, we used the 10

complete recordings found in the Bach10 dataset [17],

which are performed by violin, clarinet, saxophone,

and bassoon. We use the Bach10 dataset both for

multi-pitch detection and instrument assignment ex-

periments using the final 4-voice mixes (not the indi-

vidual instrument tracks). For note tracking using the

Bach10 dataset we used an LDS trained on the com-

plete set of piano recordings from the MAPS database;

this was done in order to investigate the generalisation

capabilities of the LDS to a different dataset and in-

strument set.

Metrics

For multi-pitch detection evaluation, the onset-based

metric used in the MIREX Note Tracking task [20] is

utilised. A detected note event is assumed to be correct

if its pitch corresponds to the ground truth pitch and its

onset is within a ±50 ms range of the ground truth on-

set. Using the above rule, precision (P), recall (R),

and F-measure (F ) metrics are defined. For instru-

ment assignment evaluations with the Bach10 dataset,

the pitch ground-truth of each instrument is used and

compared against the instrument-specific output of the

system. As with the multi-pitch metrics, we define

the following note-based instrument assignment met-

rics: Fv, Fc, Fs, Fb, corresponding to violin, clar-

inet, saxophone, and bassoon, respectively. We also

use an overall instrument assignment metric (averaged

across all 4 instruments), denoted as Fins (see [9] for

more information on metrics).

Comparative Approaches

For comparison with the proposed LDS-based note

tracking approach, firstly median filtering is applied on

P(p, t) followed by thresholding with minimum note

duration pruning, as in [2]. The span of the filter is

determined on each training fold.

A second comparative note tracking approach is em-

ployed using HMM-based postprocessing, following

the method of [5]. Each pitch p ∈ {1, . . . ,88} is mod-

elled by a 2-state on/off HMM. Pitch-wise transition

probabilities are estimated using ground truth MIDI

for each training fold, while priors are assumed to be

uniform. The observation probability of each pitch-

wise HMM for an active pitch is defined as a sigmoid

function [21]:

P(o
(p)
t |q

(p)
t = 1) =

1

1+ e−P(p,t)−λ
(6)

where o
(p)
t is the observation at time t for the p-th

HMM, q
(p)
t is the corresponding latent state (0 for an

‘off’ pitch, 1 for an ‘on’ pitch), and λ is a thresh-

old that controls smoothing (computed for each train-

ing fold). The Viterbi algorithm [22] is used for in-

ference. Both median filtering and HMM-based ap-

proaches also include tuning estimation and compen-

sation, as described in subsection ‘Postprocessing’.
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System F P R

Median filtering [2] 69.6% 72.7% 68.5%

HMM postprocessing [5, 21] 68.4% 86.2% 58.1%

LDS postprocessing 70.0% 81.3% 62.8%

LDS prior 73.0% 83.0% 66.2%

Table 1: Multi-pitch detection results for the MAPS

piano dataset, using the proposed LDS-based

note tracking configurations and comparative

approaches.

Results

For piano transcription experiments, 4 note track-

ing configurations are evaluated. The first configu-

ration (“Median filtering”) refers to using the frame-

based PLCA model of subsection ‘Multi-Pitch Detec-

tion’ alone, with median filtering and minimum dura-

tion pruning applied in a postprocessing stage. The

second configuration (“HMM postprocessing”) corre-

sponds to the pitch-wise 2-state HMMs described in

the previous subsection. Configuration “LDS post-

processing” refers to using the proposed LDS-based

method for postprocessing the PLCA pitch activation

Pt(p). Finally, the fourth configuration (“LDS prior”)

refers to the use of the LDS-based model as prior

in the PLCA pitch activation probability. All LDS-

based note tracking methods use the offline model (i.e.

Kalman smoother) as the default option.

Table 1 presents multi-pitch detection results for the

MAPS piano dataset, averaged across the 4 folds. Re-

sults show that the proposed LDS-based note tracking

method when used as prior leads to an improvement

of more than 3% in terms of F , when compared with

median filtering or HMM postprocessing. LDS-based

note tracking used as postprocessing leads to a very

small (0.4%) improvement over the use of LDS as

prior. More insight is given by the precision and re-

call metrics: LDS tracking increases precision, whilst

lowering recall at a smaller rate. HMM postprocess-

ing leads to the best possible precision, at the expense

of the lowest achieved recall. Essentially, the LDS

method reduces the number of false alarms, to the ex-

pense of introducing additional missed detections.

In order to make a comparison between the online

and offline variants of the note tracking model, experi-

ments on the MAPS database were carried out using

the online variant (corresponding to the Kalman fil-

ter) as prior to the pitch activation. Results using the

System F P R

Median filtering [2] 64.6% 57.5% 73.7%

HMM postprocessing [5, 21] 61.3% 79.6% 50.0%

LDS postprocessing 64.7% 59.3% 71.2%

LDS prior 66.5% 61.8% 72.2%

LDS prior 2 67.6% 63.1% 72.9%

Table 2: Multi-pitch detection results for the Bach10

multi-instrument dataset, using the proposed

LDS-based note tracking configurations and

comparative approaches.

same experimental setup show that the online model

reaches F = 72.95%, thus the performance difference

between the online and offline LDS variants for note

tracking is negligible (this is attributed to the small

size of time frames). With respect to comparison with

state-of-the-art approaches, the proposed note track-

ing method using the LDS prior outperforms several

neural network-based methods when using the MAPS

database with the same experimental setup [19].

Results on multi-pitch detection using the multi-

instrument Bach10 dataset are shown in Table 2. The

LDS-based prior leads to an improvement of +1.9% in

terms of F over median filtering, while HMM post-

processing suffers from low recall, as with the MAPS

dataset. As with the piano transcription experiments,

the proposed note tracking method leads to an increase

in precision over median filtering. An additional ex-

periment using the Bach10 dataset is also made using

a fifth configuration (“LDS prior 2”), where the LDS

prior is applied to both the pitch activation matrix Pt(p)
and the instrument contribution matrix Pt(s|p) for each

instrument separately (the LDS parameters were still

trained from the complete set of piano recordings from

the MAPS database). This combined pitch and instru-

ment tracking outperforms both median filtering and

HMM postprocessing, and shows that additional gains

can be made by tracking each instrument source. Re-

sults using both LDS configurations also outperform

the state-of-the-art wrt multi-pitch detection for the

Bach10 dataset [9] which was at F = 65.0%.

An example transcription output is given in Fig. 2, for

a segment from the Bach10 dataset. By comparing Fig

2(a) with 2(b), it can be seen that the LDS-based note

tracking is able to suppress false alarms in the higher

pitch region, as well as several semitone and octave

errors occurring within the main 4 voices.
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Fig. 2: (a) The pitch activation Pt(p) of a segment

from recording ‘Ach Lieben Christen’ from the

Bach10 dataset using the PLCA model alone.

(b) The pitch activation using the LDS-based

prior. (c) The pitch ground truth.

Finally, instrument assignment results using the

Bach10 dataset are presented in Table 3, where the

combined pitch and instrument tracking of configura-

tion 5 outperforms both median filtering and HMM

postprocessing (this is particularly attributed to an im-

provement in violin transcription/assignment perfor-

mance for the LDS instrument prior). It is also worth

noting that note tracking alone does not lead to an im-

provement in instrument assignment performance.

Conclusions

This paper proposed a method for note tracking in

polyphonic music using linear dynamical systems. In

the proposed approach, the pitch activation output of

a transcription system is assumed to be the (noisy) ob-

servation in an LDS and the latent states correspond to

clean pitch activations. LDS parameters are computed

in a training step using score-informed transcriptions.

When integrated as prior to a PLCA-based multiple-

instrument transcription system, the proposed note

tracking approach leads to an improvement in terms of

both multi-pitch detection and instrument assignment

performance, when compared to median filtering or

HMM-based note tracking approaches. Future work

includes tracking high-resolution pitch trajectories us-

ing LDS, by exploiting information from the pitch de-

viation probability Pt( f |p). Finally, non-linear dynam-

ical systems (such as extended and unscented Kalman

filters [7]) will also be investigated for note and instru-

ment tracking in polyphonic music.
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